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An Evening with the Joe LoPiccolo Quartet

On the night of Saturday, April 30th, Mt. San Antonio
College hosted a night of original compositions and music
by it's very own Joe LoPiccolo. LoPiccolo appeared
onstage with his self-named quartet, the Joe LoPiccolo
Quartet.

Besides his quartet, LoPiccolo is accomplished in his own
right, with a B.F.A. in Jazz guitar and an M.F.A. in Multi
Focus Guitar from the California Institute of the Arts as well
as a host of other awards and recognitions. The other
members, who were also well established in the music
industry were Ben Wendel on the saxophone, Larry Steen
on the Bass and Brad Dutz on percussion.

Joe LoPiccolo, who teaches various music and guitar
classes on campus, performed various jazz pieces, most of
which were influenced by a variety of sources such as
Jewish, Brazilian and Caribbean music. All of his songs
were nothing short of interesting and intriguing, and the
band did a wonderful job of conveying the musicality of it
all, making sure to hit every chord just right and being in
tune with the others. 

Though all the songs were great in their own right, there
were a few that stood out from the others. "Africana," for
example, which drew its influence from the percussion
heavy beats of African music, featured a great solo by
percussionist Dutz. Even "Rein's Rhymes," which takes its
name from a deli that LoPiccolo used to frequent when he
lived on the east coast, and was inspired by Jewish music
had a particularly upbeat, and almost bouncy feel to it,
which the audience seemed to more than enjoy.

Other songs stood out not because of their beats or solos,
but because of the inspiration behind them. LoPiccolo wrote
one song, "Memory," for example, the night that he heard
about the murder of Bill Cosby's son, who was killed while
changing his tire on Mulholland Drive. Another song,
"Mensaje Uno," was memorable because LoPiccolo took
the name from the fact that he had recorded the beat for the
song on his answering machine back before the days of cell
phones and self recorded memos.

All in all, the night was very entertaining and LoPiccolo, as
well as the rest of the quartet, did an awesome job at what
they all do best. Joe LoPiccolo also has a CD out entitled
"Passages," released by Sierra Madre Music.
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